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Abstract: In a global warming context, the diversification of the energy matrix is
essential for mitigation. Technologies and solar devices have begun to play an important
role in this sense, being flat-plate solar collectors the most practical device. On the other
hand, numerical modeling and experimental validation are important tools for improving
the performance of these technologies. In this work, a trapezoidal solar air heating
collector for food drying processes was modeled by using the Simusol open-access
software, and experimental validation was performed. This particular shape presents a
geometrical novelty since no other similar designs were found into the available literature,
even in such application as food drying. Key parameters, such as air temperature, global
efficiency, air mass flow, global heat loss coefficient, and useful heat, are determined and
discussed. The proposed air collector numerically behaves as expected. The output air
temperature reaches about 100 °C, while the peak heat gain is about 900 W, which makes
the air heating collector suitable for drying applications. Due to natural convection is the
main heat transferring mechanism, low air mass flows were obtained. For the case
analyzed here, this last parameter ranges in 0.012–0.016 kg/s for the optimal thermal
behavior.
Keywords: SAHC, numerical modeling, Simusol software, experimental validation,
thermal performance.
1. Introduction
Solar energy has been considered the main source of renewable energy in the last years
[1]. In this sense, technologies and solar devices have begun to play an important role in
the global warming and climate change context [2]. The implementation of solar energybased technologies, at all scales, promotes a decrease in both fossil fuel consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions [3, 4]. In the field of solar thermal energy, flat plate collectors
are one of the most widely used technologies due to their easy construction and operation
[4, 5]. They are heat exchangers that transform solar radiation into thermal energy [6, 7].
Solar air heating collectors (SAHC) are the most widely used devices due to their simple
design, although their efficiency is lower than that of solar water heating collectors [8, 9].
However, new designs are continuously being proposed to increase their thermal
performance and obtain more compact and lighter devices [4, 10 - 13]. Since the SAHC
are used in multiple applications, they can be assembled in various ways in terms of their
configuration and constituent materials [14].
Numerical modeling combined with experimental validation has been widely
implemented as a strategy for design optimization of air heating collectors [14 - 20].
However, several authors have studied the SAHC by focusing on theoretical/numerical
development. Zulkifle [8] evaluated two types of —glass and Fresnel lens—on a v-groove
SAHC and studied the influence of each cover in terms of heat transfer, pressure drop,
output temperature, and thermal efficiency. The theoretical and numerical approaches
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were established using Excel software. These authors reported higher efficiency for a
collector covered with Fresnel lens than for those covered with glass, 71.18 % vs. 54.10
%, respectively. Moreover, the mass flow rate contributed to efficiency enhancement.
Bhattacharyya [21] determined by numerical simulation the optimum number and
dimension of rectangular fins in a single-pass SAHC for two different fin thicknesses.
The design and optimization of the SAHCs were carried out using the Computational
Fluid Dynamic Model. Qui Lin [22] made a numerical simulation of SAHC with a
perforated metallic plate by using a ray-tracing solar load model and obtained the
temperature and velocity distribution on the plate collector. Hernández [23] developed an
analytical model to assess the thermal performance of three different collectors: singlepass, double-pass, and double-flow. A robust formulation was elaborated, based on the
local energy balance, which made it possible to obtain the efficiency plots for collectors,
as well as the input/output temperatures. Other important parameters, such as heat
removal factor, convective coefficients, useful heat gain, and global loss coefficients,
were formulated. The best thermal behavior was revealed for a double-pass collector,
with an optical efficiency of up to 60 % and a peak output temperature of 46.4 °C. This
behavior is related to better heat transmission when both upper and bottom air fluxes are
opposite.
Most authors validated their theoretical developments under laboratory conditions and
experimental tests. Reichl [24] performed three-dimensional fluid dynamic simulations
for SAHC, where the heat mechanisms of conduction, convection, and radiation were
modeled in great detail. Their model was solved by the ANSYS FLUENT software. The
experimental setup was carried out at the Test Lab Solar Thermal Systems of the
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE) in Freiburg. The modeled collector
was validated by comparison of the output temperature obtained under laboratory
conditions. A high correlation was observed, and therefore, the simulation allowed the
authors to predict other parameters, such as absorber temperature, heat transported to air,
efficiency, and thermal losses. Badache [25] compared the performance of two types of
unglazed thermal collectors with computational fluid dynamics through the FLUENT
software. In this case, turbulences within the collector were considered with the
Reynolds–Normalized Group (RNG) k–ε turbulence model [26, 27]. The experimental
tests were performed under a laboratory-controlled environment, where the collector had
a vertical position and the unglazed covering was, in fact, a metallic absorber on which
the radiation from lamps impinged. This absorber had a certain number of slots and the
air circulation was forced through them. Both numerical and experimental results were
focused on thermal efficiency, combining three mass fluxes with two radiation values and
two different plenums. A higher correlation of results with a higher mass flow was
observed, while radiation and plenum thickness variations had no substantial influence
on efficiency.
The validation of numerical models by experimental investigations under real solar
conditions is more valuable than that conducted in the laboratory [28 -33]. Esmalie [15]
developed a complete energy model of a SAHC to predict the air output temperature and
velocity profiles and then compared the results with measured data. This comparison
revealed an average difference of 3.5 % and 1.5 % between predicted and measured
output air temperature in natural and forced convection, respectively. These values were
lower than the results obtained in previous studies, which included error percentages in a
range from 4 % to 10 %. Mustafa and Mustafa [26] performed the numerical simulation
of a quarter-circle-shaped SAHC using ANSYS-FLUENT, and a mesh model was created
with GAMBIT. They considered viscous properties and turbulence and implemented the
RNG k–ε model to predict and visualize heat transfer and flow field throughout the
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SAHC. The validation of numerical results was performed with the experimentally
measured data, with a reasonable correlation when the air flow temperature difference
was plotted against the collector radius. Hernández [29] implemented the Gauss-Seidel
iterative method for equation solving. This method allowed them to design and evaluate
the thermo-energetic behavior of SAHC with a flat or V-corrugated absorber plate and a
porous matrix. Higher air temperature and efficiency are possible due to this porous
matrix incorporation. For the validation of their numerical model, both the inlet and outlet
air temperature were measured with K-type thermocouples, and the useful heat gain was
compared. This comparison demonstrated a high correlation between numerical and
experimental results for four winter days with maximum differences below 3 °C, while
the useful heat gain ranged peaks 1200 W.
The work presented here is supported by an academic project for developing a solar
dehydrator of tropical fruits and vegetables. The solar energy gain takes place in a
trapezoidal-shaped SAHC. This particular shape presents a geometrical novelty since no
other similar designs were found into the available literature. In comparison to a
rectangular-shaped collector, the air velocity increase along the inner channels from the
bottom to the top of the collector. On the other hand, the construction of a trapezoidal
SAHC could require more complex techniques than solar collector available in the
market. Furthermore, as the collector studied here has bigger dimensions than common
ones, it transportability to the emplacement place is more difficult. Then, these technical
issues make the trapezoidal SACH less attractive to be proposed, built and mounted. The
main reason why this particular shape was selected is due to it was designed to be
implemented in tropical regions where environmental humidity could be greater than
other locations. The additional collecting area also improves the psychrometric properties
of the air, mainly moisture absorption capacity and specific enthalpy.
The SAHC thermal model proposed here is based on natural convective as the main
heat transfer mechanism for the air heating process. It is developed using a relatively new
free software, called Simusol (Saravia [34]; visit www.simusol.org), to determine its
thermal behavior taking into account its geometrical shape, size, and construction aspects.
Key parameters, such as air temperature, global efficiency, air mass flow, global heat loss
coefficient, and useful heat, are determined and discussed. The validated model will allow
to study the thermal performance of the collector under different climatic conditions.
Even more, a simulation of a rectangular-shaped SAHC with the same thermal model is
presented in this work, to compare differences on results between both technologies.
2. Problem definition
Fig. 1 shows the analyzed trapezoidal SAHC. The dimensions are 2.44 m x 1 m wide,
1.9 m long, and 0.1 m thick. The covering surface is 0.006 m-thick alveolar
polycarbonate. The external case is made of galvanized steel, and a 0.05 m fiberglass
layer was used for thermal insulation.
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Fig. 1. a) Scheme of the trapezoidal SAHC. b) Installation setup.
The absorber plate is 1 mm-thick black-painted sinusoidal galvanized steel. The total
area of solar collection is 3.3 m2. The absorber splits the duct into an upper and bottom
channel for air circulation. The collector was north-oriented with a fixed slope of 36°, as
shown in Fig. 1. The assumed thermal properties of the materials used in this work are
displayed in Table 1.
Table 1
Properties of the materials
Property
Density ρ (kg/m3)
Conductivity λ (W/m ºC)
Absorptivity α (-)
Transmittance τ (-)
Emissivity ε (-)

Absorber
7.850
0.96
0.8

Covering
1.200
0.2
0.8
0.9

Case
0.1

Isolation
14
0.03
-

3. Physical and mathematical model
The thermal energy is transferred from the collecting plate to the circulating air by heat
convection as the main mechanism [6]. Then, radiative and conductive transmissions are
also considered. The air circulation takes place both below and above the absorber plate.
This configuration facilitates improvements in the performance of the heat collecting
process [23, 35]. Hourly measured climatological variables, such as wind speed, solar
radiation, and environmental temperature, were considered as boundary conditions. The
outer convective coefficients were calculated based on the methodology described by
Duffie and Beckman [6]. Fig. 2 shows the physical model implemented in the simulation.
In this model, the air temperatures are represented by nodes: one of them located between
the plate and the covering surface, and the other one between the plate and the bottom
surface. The transmitted solar radiation (Iτ) impinges on the absorber and part of it is
absorbed as thermal energy (Iτα), which is partially transferred to the air nodes by
convection. The thermal transmission between these air nodes and lateral inner walls is
also considered. Thermal conductive mechanisms through the isolation case and the
cover are taken into account. Three thermal losses take place in this model: upper
(covering surface), lower (bottom surface), and lateral. The boundary conditions on the
outer and inner surfaces also include the effect of thermal radiation and convection.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of temperature nodes and thermal transmission circuits.
The ribbed shape of the plate is not considered in the model because of its quasi-flat
shape. A different case occurs when the absorber has a pronounced irregular form, as
noted by Zulkifle [8] and Bashria [36]. Nusselt number conditions for laminar flow,
transition, and turbulent flow regions must be treated differently. Nevertheless, in the
present design, the transversal areas where air flows can be considered rectangular,
without much error. The equations for thermal calculus are described below [37, 38].
𝑅𝑒𝑖𝑗 =

𝜌𝑖 𝑣𝑖 𝐷ℎ𝑖𝑗

(1)

𝜈𝑖

{

0.453 𝑅𝑒𝑖𝑗0.5 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑗0.333
𝑁𝑢𝑖𝑗 =
0.0308 𝑅𝑒𝑖𝑗0.8 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑗0.333

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0.6
0.6 ≤ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑗 ≤ 60

𝑁𝑢𝑖𝑗 𝜆𝑖𝑗

(2)

(3)

ℎ𝑖𝑗 = 𝐷ℎ
𝑖𝑗

The temperature dependence of Prandtl (Pr), dynamic viscosity (ν), and conductivity
coefficient (λ) are implemented within the program by tables. The values for these
parameters were taken from Bergman [37]. A similar consideration was reported by
Zulkifle [8] and Bashria [36], but they implemented formulas related to air temperature,
instead of discrete values.
As the collector was modeled by dividing the equipment into three sections, subscript
i refers to each transversal discrete section of the collector while subscript j refers to each
convective and radiative coefficient within the same section. Then, each section is
connected to the others by the air flow mass, as shown in Fig. 3. B1-3 and D1-3 nodes
represent the temperature of circulating air above and below the absorber plate,
respectively. The air mass flow through the collector is the same, but since the transverse
section has a linear decrease, the air velocity increases while the air rises through the
collector. H1-3 and L1-3 represent the inertial capacitance of the circulating air. The
temperature nodes ss and si represent the output air temperature for both upper and bottom
channels, respectively. Convection was modeled between these nodes and the
environmental temperature node, according to Iriarte [39].
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Fig. 3. Model representation of air mass flow through the collector. B0-3 and D0-3
correspond to the air flow above and below the absorber plate, respectively.
3.1. Boundary conditions
For any section, the mathematical boundary conditions for the calculation domain are
given as:
 Covering surface
This surface is exposed to the outer conditions. Then, convection and radiative
transmissions are the heat transfer mechanisms. The aperture area is made of honeycomb
polycarbonate and modeled as single thermal conductance with a transmission coefficient
of λp=3.6 (W/m2 °C). Eq. 4 gives the energy balance for the solar collecting surface.
∂𝑇𝑐

ℎ𝑐𝑠,𝑖(𝑇𝑐𝑖,𝑜 ‒ 𝑇𝑒) + 𝐹𝑠𝑘𝑦𝛽𝑠𝜖𝜎(𝑇𝑐𝑖,𝑜4 ‒ 𝑇𝑠𝑘𝑦4) + 𝐹𝑠𝑘𝑦(1 ‒ 𝛽𝑠)𝜖𝜎(𝑇𝑐𝑖,𝑜4 ‒ 𝑇𝑒4) = 𝜆𝑝 ∂𝑦

(4)

According to Liu [40, 41]:
𝛽𝑠 = 0.5(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑖)

(5)

𝐹𝑠𝑘𝑦 = 0.5(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑖)

(6)

𝑇𝑠𝑘𝑦 = 0.0552 𝑇𝑒1.5

(7)

 Absorber plate
The absorber is a black painted metallic surface, where solar radiation is partially
absorbed and the temperature of the plate rises. The energy balance is given by Eq. 8,
where thermal conduction through the metallic surface was neglected due to its thin
thickness.
𝐼𝑖𝜏𝑝𝛼𝑝 = ℎ𝑝𝑎𝑖,𝑎(𝑇𝑝,𝑖 ‒ 𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑎) + ℎ𝑝𝑎𝑖,𝑏(𝑇𝑝,𝑖 ‒ 𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑏) + 𝜖𝜎[2𝑇𝑝,𝑖4 ‒ 𝑇𝑏𝑖,𝑖4 ‒ 𝑇𝑐𝑖,𝑖4]

(8)

 Bottom surface
The air circulation below the absorber transmits part of its thermal energy to the bottom
surface by convection, and then by conduction through the bottom isolation layer to the
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outer surface. For any section of the collector, Eq. 9 introduces the thermal condition
boundary for the bottom surface, where the conduction of the metallic internal case is
neglected due to its thin thickness.
∂𝑇𝑖𝑏

ℎ𝑎𝑏,𝑖(𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑏 ‒ 𝑇𝑏𝑖,𝑖) + 𝜖𝜎(𝑇𝑝,𝑖4 ‒ 𝑇𝑏𝑖,𝑖4) = 𝜆𝑖𝑠 ∂𝑦

(9)

 Lateral inner walls
The thermal losses through the lateral walls of the collector were also considered in
this model. Only the convective mechanism is considered here, for both bottom and upper
channels:
∂𝑇𝑙𝑖 ‒ 1

|𝑙𝑖,𝑖𝑎𝑖,𝑎‒ 1(𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑎 ‒ 𝑇𝑙𝑖,𝑖 ‒ 1) + ℎ|𝑙𝑖,𝑖𝑎𝑖,𝑏‒ 2(𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑏 ‒ 𝑇𝑙𝑖,𝑖 ‒ 1) = 𝜆𝑖𝑠

ℎ

∂𝑦

∂𝑇𝑙𝑖 ‒ 2

|𝑙𝑖,𝑖𝑎𝑖,𝑎‒ 2(𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑎 ‒ 𝑇𝑙𝑖,𝑖 ‒ 2) + ℎ|𝑙𝑖,𝑖𝑎𝑖,𝑏‒ 2(𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑏 ‒ 𝑇𝑙𝑖,𝑖 ‒ 2) = 𝜆𝑖𝑠

ℎ

3.2.

∂𝑦

(10)
(11)

Thermal performance

By definition [6], the thermal loss represents the energy that is not transferred to the
heat carrier fluid (HTF), and this energy goes to the atmosphere. Then, a global thermal
loss coefficient is defined in terms of convective, conductive, and radiative coefficients.
It is also possible to calculate the thermal losses through the top, bottom, and lateral walls
separately (Eqs. 12, 13, and 14, respectively).
𝑖=3

(12)

𝑖=3

(13)

𝑈𝑡 = ∑𝑖 = 1∅𝜆𝑝,𝑖[𝐴𝑡,𝑖(𝑇𝑐𝑖,𝑖 ‒ 𝑇𝑐𝑖,𝑜)] ‒ 1
𝑈𝑏 = ∑𝑖 = 1∅𝜆𝑖𝑠,𝑖[𝐴𝑏,𝑖(𝑇𝑏𝑖,𝑖 ‒ 𝑇𝑏𝑖,𝑜)] ‒ 1
𝑗=2

3∅
(𝑇
[𝐴
𝑈𝑙 = ∑𝑖𝑖 =
‒ 𝑇𝑙𝑜,𝑖 ‒ 𝑗)] ‒ 1
= 1 𝜆𝑖𝑠,𝑖 ‒ 𝑗 𝑙𝑖,𝑖 ‒ 𝑗 𝑙𝑖,𝑖 ‒ 𝑗

(14)

𝑗=1

Heat fluxes ∅λp,i, ∅λis,i and ∅λis,i ‒ j are calculated by Simusol as conductive losses, and
their values can be obtained by simply requesting the simulation results from the software
program. Eq. 15 gives the global heat loss coefficient.
(15)

𝑈𝑔 = 𝑈𝑡 + 𝑈𝑏 + 𝑈𝑙

The collector’s useful energy gain and the global efficiency are calculated by means
of Eqs. 16 and 17, respectively.
𝑄𝑢 = 𝐶𝑝[𝑚𝑎(𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑎|𝑖 = 3 ‒ 𝑇𝑒) + 𝑚𝑏(𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑏|𝑖 = 3 ‒ 𝑇𝑒)]
𝑄𝑢

𝜂𝑔 = 100 ∗ 𝐼 𝐴

(16)
(17)

𝑐

The both air-mass flows ma and mb are determined by instantaneous thermal balance
at air temperature nodes B1 and D1, respectively [39].
𝑗=4

𝑚𝑎 𝐶𝑝 𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑎|𝑖 = 1 = ∑𝑗 = 1∅𝑎,𝑗|𝑖 = 1
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(18)

𝑗=4

𝑚𝑏 𝐶𝑝 𝑇𝑎𝑖,𝑏|𝑖 = 1 = ∑𝑗 = 1∅𝑏,𝑗|𝑖 = 1

(19)

Then, the total air mass flow results in:
(20)

𝑚𝑡 = 𝑚𝑎 + 𝑚𝑏

The convective fluxes ∅a,j|i = 1 and ∅b,j|i = 1 are determined by Simusol and represent
the thermal gain from the absorber, lateral walls, covering and bottom surface into
respective air flow nodes, as Fig. 4 shows.

Fig. 4. Scheme of convective fluxes into air flow nodes, for the first section of the
SAHC.
4. Simulation results
Simusol generates a spreadsheet with a 7 s time-step for each parameter. It also shows
a set of time-dependent variables upon request; otherwise, Simusol shows the temperature
profile for all the thermal nodes in the model. To perform the simulation, the model
presented here requires some climatological data input: the solar radiation based on
experimental measurements, the environmental temperature, and the wind velocity in the
area surrounding the collector. This information is given by tables, and they can be
repeated many times by a Prep command. It is also important to define the slope of the
collector and the geometrical dimensions. Since Simusol runs on Linux, it can be
launched in a user terminal from the folder where the .dia file is located, using the simusol
command. It is important to save all changes made in the model before starting the
simulation. Fig. 5 shows a diagram of the interaction between the thermal model, the
climatological data entry, the thermal/optical properties of the materials, and the
geometrical design parameters for upper and bottom channels. Differential equations are
solved by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [42], which is a simple, robust, and
suitable option for the numerical solution of differential equations combined with an
intelligent adaptive step-size routine.
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Fig. 5. Scheme of the thermal model implemented on Simusol.
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Four days were selected to perform the numerical simulation, mainly two types of
days: clear and partially clouded. The aim was to reproduce the conditions of variability,
as realistically as possible, with which the experimental SAHC must operate. Fig. 6 shows
the temperature profile of the air flux in the upper channel. To simplify the graphs, a
period from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. was defined as the operating time of the SAHC
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Fig. 6. Simulated air temperature for the upper channel. Temp 1 to 3, and Temp out
correspond to nodes B 1 to 3 and temp ss in Fig. 3. a) March 29, b) April 6, c) April 12,
d) April 15.
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It can be observed that the output temperature of the upper air can reach about 100 °C.
For some processes like food drying, this temperature could be higher than necessary but
ideal for certain grains, seeds, and corn. However, this temperature value enables the
SAHC to be applied to other processes with higher thermal demand. The high
temperatures obtained here are strongly related to the high solar radiation values
measured at the location and the additional collecting area due to the trapezoidal shape of
the SAHC.
Eqs. 18, 19, and 20 give the air mass flow in kg/s for both upper and bottom channels
and the total air mass flow, respectively. The heat gain and the air temperature are
important in establishing the air mass flow (Fig. 7). It can be observed that the air mass
flow is different for each channel because of the different heat gains. The highest air mass
flow corresponds to the upper channel, which means that the air velocity is the highest
there. This numerical result was expected because the heat source (the absorber) is located
under the air thermal node in the upper channel, while the same heat source is located
above the air thermal node in the bottom channel.
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Fig. 7. Air mass flow profiles for both upper and bottom channels of the SAHC and
total air mass flow. a) March 29, b) April 6, c) April 12, d) April 15.
The values of the total air mass flow range from 0.002 kg/s to 0.016 kg/s. Other studies
of SAHC yielded values of 0.019–0.028 kg/s [21], 0.017 kg/s [43], 0.013–0.04 kg/s [44],
and 0.056 kg/s [45]. It is important to note that there are significant differences between
the mentioned systems, such as the position and slope, the geometry, and the absorber
shape and materials. Nevertheless, the air mass flows obtained here correspond to those
normally obtained for this kind of technology.
The useful heat gain is determined by Eq. 16, which takes into account the air mass
flows of both channels and the difference in output-input air temperatures. Here, the
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dependence on the temperature of the specific heat of the air was neglected. Fig. 8 shows
the useful heat profiles for the four days considered. A maximum thermal power output
of about 900 W can be reached by the SAHC under study. The global efficiency is
determined by Eq. 17, and Fig. 8 shows this parameter. In clear-sky conditions of
operation, an average value of 25 % is observed, in the hours around the midday, while
efficiency varies on cloudy-sky days. Peaks of about 31 % efficiency are reached by this
SAHC.
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Fig. 8. Global efficiency (a) and useful heat gain (b).
One of the main parameters to be considered in describing the collector’s performance
is the global heat loss coefficient, which is given by Eq. 15. In this model, the top, lateral,
and bottom thermal losses were considered separately, and then the global heat loss was
estimated. Fig. 9 shows the time variation of the total global heat loss coefficients for all
the considered days. For the operating period, the global heat coefficient ranged from 10
to 12 W/m2 ºC. The literature reports a normal value of 10 W/m2 ºC [6] for a single covered
air heating solar collector.
Fig. 9 shows the range of air mass flow for the heated air production, considering the
thermal power output of the SAHC. For optimal performance, the SAHC should operate
in a range of 0.012–0.016 kg/s. This must be considered if a forced air circulation system
is integrated into the SAHC.
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Fig. 9. a) Global heat loss coefficients. b) Useful heat gain related to the total air mass
flow.
5. Experimental setup
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For the experimental measurements, the SAHC was connected to a drying chamber of
1 m3 volume, as shown in Fig. 1, to replicate the real working conditions. The solar
radiation was measured with a solarimeter placed on the covering surface of the SAHC.
The air temperatures were measured according to the nodes in the simulation model; B1,
B2, B3, and ss. It was only possible to place the temperature sensors in the upper channel
of the collector. A thermometer Fluke 54 II with type-K thermocouples was used for
measuring the temperature. The surrounding wind velocity was measured using a hotwire anemometer. Table 2 briefly describes the used instruments.
Table 2
Properties of the measurement equipment
Parameter
Device
Temperature
Fluke 54 II thermometer with thermocouple K-type
Wind velocity
Hot-wire anemometer TES 1341
Solar radiation
HT204 solar power meter

Accuracy
0.1 ºC
0.01 m/s
1 W/m2
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5.1. Experimental results
The temperatures of the circulating upper air were measured. As commented in the
previous section, K-type sensors were used and the measuring procedure was carried out
during the operative period of the SAHC, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Although the ASHRAE
code sets the conditions for testing the equipment [46], both clear-sky and cloudy-sky
conditions were considered to make simulations under real operative situations. Fig. 10
shows the measured air temperatures for the upper channel. It can be observed that the air
temperature peaks between 80 °C and 100 °C. As expected, the shape of the curves
follows the solar radiation profile. This indicates that the SAHC has low thermal inertia,
and it can quickly reach the thermal state of operation when the solar radiation has suitable
values. Since drying processes require a temperature range of 50–60 °C [47] for optimal
performance, the SAHC needs solar radiation between 600 W/m2 and 900 W/m2. For
cloudy-sky conditions, with solar radiation of about 200 W/m2, the outer air temperature
is about 35–40 °C. This represents an advantage because a reduced size of an auxiliary
heat source is available, if necessary.
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Fig. 10. Measured air temperatures in the upper channel. The Temp out plot corresponds
to the ss node from the simulation. a) March 29, b) April 6, c) April 12, d) April 15.
6. Model validation
The experimental and numerical results were compared (Fig. 11). Based on direct
measurements, the air temperature for the upper channel was considered the main variable
for performing the comparison. For the set of measured days, the determination
coefficient R2 ranged from 0.81 to 0.93. The lowest correlation was obtained for a mostly
cloudy day, where the predominant solar radiation was about 200 W/m2 after midday
(April 12). This correlation can be considered acceptable despite the unstable working
conditions. For a clear-sky condition, the correlation coefficient was 93 %. Intermediate
correlation values were observed for semi-cloudy sky conditions. The more stable
climatic conditions, the better adjustment is achieved by the numerical model.
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Fig. 11. Comparison between experimental and numerical air temperatures. a) March
29, b) April 6, c) April 12, d) April 15.
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The scattering observed in Fig. 11 can also be explained by the surrounding wind
variability when the measurements were performed (Fig. 12). As the SAHC studied here
is a natural convective one, the oscillation of external wind produces variations in the
external pressure near the inlet/outlet zones, influencing the air mass flow inside the
SAHC, and therefore, the internal convective coefficients present high variability. Fig. 12
also shows a range of 0.1–3.4 m/s for wind velocity. This is a climatological feature of
the region where the SAHC is mounted ([48], last access April 17, 2021).
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Fig. 12. External wind velocity surrounding the SAHC.
The reliability of the comparison was analyzed using Infostat software. In addition to
the R2, other coefficients were determined. Table 3 shows the p-value, standard error (σx),
mean absolute error (ε), asymmetry, and Kurtosis coefficients.
Table 3
Statistical parameters for the model validation process
R2
σx
ε
Day
p-Value
(%)
(ºC)
(ºC)
29th March
93.10
0.0000
5.74
4.70
6th April
87.29
0.0000
7.23
5.61
12th April
81.84
0.0000
5.86
4.46
15th April
84.05
0.0000
9.72
8.16

Asymmetry
Meas.
Sim.
1.14
0.40
1.89
0.67
3.62
5.44
1.33
0.30

Kurtosis
Meas. Sim.
-1.11 -1.76
-0.84 -1.54
5.24
1.87
-1.55 -1.93

The results of the statistical analysis show a p-value lower than 0.05 for all cases,
which indicates a statistically significant relation between the simulated and measured
values, with a confidence level of 95 %. As mentioned above, the model explains the
correlation between the analyzed variables by an R2 higher than 80 %, which indicates a
good relation between variables. In general, asymmetry and kurtosis coefficients present
values within a 2 – -2 range. This implies that the data sets have a normal distribution.
However, it was observed outside the range values only for April 12. This significant
deviation is caused by the high meteorological variation: solar radiation decrement
combined with high external wind velocity.
7. Discussion and Conclusion
A numerical model is proposed based mainly on a convective heat transfer mechanism.
The air heat gain was modeled for both upper and bottom channels. This model differs
from those of other authors in that the air temperatures are considered individual thermal
nodes, so it is possible to determine each heat flux in the air nodes. Modeling based on
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convection as the predominant heat transfer mechanism made it possible to obtain
reasonable numerical results and determine the most suitable materials for air heating
applications. The numerical analysis of the trapezoidal-shaped SAHC considers the
measured values of the solar irradiation that reaches the outer covering surface, as well
as the environmental temperature and external wind velocity. Two possible scenarios
were considered to test the model proposed: clear-sky and cloudy-sky conditions. The
numerical simulation was performed using an open-access software program called
Simusol.
It was found that the SAHC can heat the air up to 100 °C. Moreover, lower
temperatures can be obtained from lower solar radiation, of over 50 °C. The air mass flow
ranged between 0.002 and 0.016 kg/s, with an optimal range of 0.012–0.016 kg/s for the
maximum heat gain (880–910 W). The numerical simulations revealed a satisfactory
thermal performance for food drying applications and other low enthalpy processes. It is
important to note that the trapezoidal-shaped SAHC studied here is a natural convective
type and the obtained performance has advantages over similar technologies since an air
forcing system is no needed, which allows energy savings. Although the achieved global
efficiencies are not the main feature of the proposed design, 25 % under stable operating
conditions would be considered acceptable if the thermal performance (output
temperatures, power thermal generation, and global heat loss) is taken into account.
The numerical results obtained in the present study are closely comparable with the
results of other authors. The comparison of the main parameters is shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Comparison between results obtained in other studies
Author
[49]
[19]

[50]

[8]
Present
study
Present
study

Technology
Forced multipass solar dryer
Vertical SAHC
with aluminum
perforated plate
V-shaped flatplate SAC with
micro-heat pipe
arrays
V-grove with:
a) single glass
b) Fresnel lens
Trapezoidal
shaped SAHC
Rectangular
shaped SAHC

Air mass flow

Area

Tout

Efficiency

Useful
heat

0.01-0.07 kg/s

1.75
m2

55.49 ºC

59.96 %

-

0.03 kg/s

0.4 m2

16.4 ºC av.

80-89 %

202 W
av.

0.054 kg/m2s

1.8 m2

46.5 ºC

69 %

-

0-0.09 kg/s

1 m2

a) 35.85 ºC
b) 38.39 ºC

a) 47.10 %
b) 71.18 %

-

0.002- 0.016 kg/s

3.268
m2

103.5 ºC

0.001 – 0.009 kg/s

1.9 m2

101.3

17 % av.
31 % max.
16 % av.
28 % max.

900 W
max.
497 W
max.

The trapezoidal design of the collector increases the collecting area in a range of 1.8
to 8.2 times higher than the rectangular technologies found in the literature, without extra
capital cost or initial investment and using the same constructive techniques. By
increasing the collecting area, a considerable increase in the thermal power output was
noted, despite the decrease in the global efficiency. Furthermore, Table 5 shows the
numerical results for a rectangular SAHC with 1.9 m2 of collecting area (1 m width and
1.9 m length), which was simulated by using the validated model presented here, and
taking on consideration both the same climatic conditions and constructive materials than
trapezoidal one. It is observed that the output temperature remains about 100 ºC in spite
of its poor global efficiency. Low useful heat is also observed for this rectangular
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configuration and this could be explained due to the low air mas flow under natural
convective conditions. This last suggest the implementation of air forced systems to the
designed SAHC, in order to improve the thermal gain and the efficiency as well.
The modeling implemented in Simusol demonstrates once again that it is a reliable
numerical tool for designing thermal technologies [28, 33, 51]. Although the SAHC
behaved as expected, more experiments are necessary to fine-tune the model.
Additionally, a more accurate numerical description of the internal convective heat
transfer mechanism could further improve the model. More accurate heat and mass
transfer modeling will be done in the future.
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